
Potential use of beautifications funds 2018 (all prices are EX GST) 
 

1. Water fountain for new park and playground  

a. $2684.99 + Installation, drainage and water supply   

(Total TBC – estimated at $17500) 

  
Like this picture but with water bubbler on top – includes bottle fill and drinking fountain 



 

 

2. Rubbish Bins 

 

a. Rainless litter bin  $1727 each x 6 = $10,362 + installation 

(prevents a lot of rain entering bin) 

 
 

NOTES:  There are currently 4 plastic green bins in the square beside the tables - we could replace some or all of them.  

We need 6 bins for the Waihinga Centre Park and Playground 



 

 

3. Seating – 2 in square, 4 in WC  

 

a. Timber bench seats (various combinations of seat back) 

$1835 each x 6 = 11,010 + installation  

 

  
 

Location in square – reference the plan – can chose from any of the “2” locations marked on the plan below… Would be best to choose 1 

entrance point and locate 1 seat either side of it. Then we can add seats to the other entrance points in the future. There are 12 seats indicated 

in the Square Development Plan.  

 

Location in Park – TBC when plans are finalised  

 



 



2018 03 08: REPORT to be tabled at MCB meeting 2018 03 12. 
 
UPDATE on POWER BOX PAINTING in the SQUARE: 

Following approval of the ‘poppy design’, Allison Hudson purchased the materials 

required for painting the power box and commenced work on February 13th with the 

priming and undercoat applications. 

The background was finished by the 15th, and artwork commenced on the 16th 

February. A strong wind made this task difficult. The original design was completed 

by February 24th; and Allison decided to make a few small additions to the original 

draft in order to create a more balanced painting. 

The painting was completed on the 27th of February. A plastic protection cover was 

placed over the power box for the March Fair day; to prevent any damage before the 

varnish coats could be applied. 

The first of six coats of varnish was applied on March 6th. Varnish is applied with a 

roller and takes 24hours to dry and cure between coats. Allison plans to apply a coat 

every fine day, which also need to be reasonably sunny, as the box has to be washed 

down and dry in between each coat. 

Progress photos have been taken during the time. Photos attached are of the ‘front’ 

and south side of the box. 

   
 

Allison has retained receipts for materials purchase: expenses (forwarded by email) 

are as follows:  
Gordon Harris (Speciality Spray Paints/Stencil Film & Knife/Adhesive etc)  $270.75 

M10 (Bucket/brush/roller/plastic sheets/masking tape, sugar soap etc)   $87.18 

M10 (High grade outdoor polyurethane varnish/applicable roller and  

extra green spray paint)         $63.04 

 
Allison was able to use her staff discount at Mitre 10, so saved a bit on the two 
purchases from there. 
 

Total expenses:         $420.97. 

 
The budgeted figure arranged was $500.00 for materials; Allison agreed to complete 
the artwork for no charge. 
 
I would like to RECOMMEND that she be reimbursed for the total amount of $500, 
as the painting took many hours of Allison’s time. 
 

          Maree Roy. 


